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Learning objectives

The course aims to provide the basic notions and methods to understand the ratio, the historical and comparative
development and the models of decentralization as a form of organization. It is conceived for students of non legal
faculty.

Once explained the historical and comparative terms, the course aims to analyse the functioning and organization,
as well as their constitutional principles, of the regions and local authorities of the Italian Republic, both with
reference to the functions and powers exercised for the benefit of their citizens, both with reference to those
exercised as an institutional level of government among others (State, foreign State, supranational and
international institutions).

The ultimate goal of the course is therefore to allow students to be able to understand and interact with the
infrastatal institutions, not only according to how they are organized in the Italian territory, but more generally
according to the typical models of decentralization.

Contents

1. Regionalism as a form of institutional organization. The form of State in its historical and comparative
perspective of the territorial division of power: from theoretical and historical origins to the different models of
decentralization.

2. Regionalism as the Italian original model of decentralization. Differences with other models. Italian regionalism in
its historical dimension, from the Unification of Italy until today.

3. The constitutional Italian principles on regionalism.



4. The fundamental organization of regions with ordinary Statute: statutory power; normative power; administrative
functions; financial autonomy.

5. The fundamental organization of regions with special Statute and differences with the ordinary ones.

6. Relations with State: collaboration and dispute resolution instruments.

Regions’ foreign power and their relations with the European Union.

Detailed program

1. Regional organization as a form of institutional organization:

The concept of one and united sovereignty in the modern State - The first reflections on the multi-dimensions of sovereignty - From the first confederal experiences to federalism - The Italian contribution to the birth of the regional model - Overview of comparative experiences: USA, Switzerland, German Federal Republic, Spain, Belgium, UK, France - Decentralization from the 1990s until today: a seamless process from the unitary State to the federal State.

2. Steps of the Italian regionalism:

The organization of political power according to its territory, from the unification of Italy to the fall of fascism - Regions in the Charter of '48 - Regions with special Statute - Regions with ordinary Statute - The delayed start of regionalism - The extension by law of the functions of local and regional authorities - The constitutional reform of 1999/2001 - Implementation of the reform: critical aspects, challenges and attempts to change.

3. Principles of the Italian regionalism:

Unity - Autonomy - Loyal collaboration - Subsidiarity and adequacy - Differentiation - Substitute power.

4. The fundamental organization of the regions with ordinary Statute:

4.1 Statutory autonomy - The essential and possible contents of Statute - The limits of Statute - Proceedings for their approval - Statute as a source of law;

4.2 The form of regional government - Regional authorities - Instruments of popular participation;

4.3 Regional legislative power;

4.4 Local authorities and regions’ administrative powers - Principles governing the distribution of administrative competences - Fundamental, proper, attributed, conferred functions - Substitute power of the State and regions;

4.5 Regional financial autonomy - Budgetary constraints - Regional taxes - Instruments of fiscal equalization - Spending authority - Financial coordination - The regions’ estate.

5. Regions with special Statute:

Regions with special Statute’s organization: differences with ones with ordinary Statute - Special Statutes and statutory laws - Legislative and administrative powers - Financial autonomy - Special status after the Title V constitutional reform.

6. Regions and the State: collaborative and dispute resolution instruments:

6.1 Instruments of collaboration in Parliament and in the national government - Further tools of collaboration;

6.2 The dispute resolution tools: judicial review; the appeal of regional statutes; conflicts of competences between the State and regions; dispute between the State and regions with special Statute; the role of the constitutional Court.



7. Regions and other political institutions:

European integration and the role of regions - Regions’ powers and their role in the ascending and descending phases of the EU policies - International relations and the regions’ foreign power.

Prerequisites

Basic knowledge of legal language; knowledge of the legal phenomenon; foundations of constitutional law; the
basic knowledge of the sources of law.

Teaching methods

Lectures.

In addition to the text suggested for the preparation of the final exam, some practical cases will be analyzed, such as the main decisions of the Constitutional Court on issues relating to regional law and other brief readings useful for understand the decentralized organization of political power, both in general and in the Italian republican context.

Assessment methods

Orale examination on Webex platform

Textbooks and Reading Materials

R. Bin, G. Falcon, Diritto regionale, Il Mulino, Bologna, 2018

For attending students, some parts of the program can be studied only through the teacher's explanations in
classroom.
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